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Cell Phone: 757-927-5450 
 
Congratulations on being chosen for yearbook staff. Yearbook is a fun but challenging class. 
Yearbook is unlike any other class as it is a real business. Publishing the yearbook is a complicated, 
creative, time-consuming process. This job is one of the most rewarding that you will do during your 
middle school years. With so many deadlines and tasks to complete, this year may seem a little 
overwhelming. However, each of you have been chosen because I know you will do a fantastic job. 
I’m so proud that you want to be a part of the yearbook staff. Being a member is a huge 
responsibility, but by the end of the year, you will have produced a valuable piece of history.  
 
Expectations:  
The expectations of yearbook staff are very high. The yearbook staff is very much a TEAM. Each 
member is valuable to the team. We must support, encourage, and help each other in order to create 
a great yearbook.  
 
You will be expected to come to class prepared and to work hard EVERY day. You will be expected 
to abide by all school procedures, being an example student. Your work is being purchased so you 
will need to put your best into each assignment.  
 
You must be willing to give a time commitment. Yearbook requires time outside of class to make 
deadlines. Besides regular class work, we may need to meet two or three times after school and one 
weekend day per deadline. This doesn’t mean you can’t be involved in other activities because it 
keeps you up-to-date on what is happening in and around school.  
 
There are many aspects to being a member of the yearbook staff. Each one requires a total 
commitment and a positive attitude. Yearbook is a year-long course and a year-long commitment. It 
is my hope that students will take the course more than one year. You will not be allowed to drop 
the course at semester unless you are failing or in danger of failing. I invest time and energy in 
training you; I expect a return on that investment. Likewise, you will benefit from your investment in 
many ways.  
 
There may be very specific deadlines that cost a great deal of money if they are not met. Unmet 
deadlines on your part will significantly reduce your grade. Detailed scoring rubrics will be used to 
fairly and accurately assess your work.  
 
Yearbook class is a combination class that produces the book as well as teaches copywriting, 
interviewing, designing, photography, and computer skills. It is very intense. We need to provide the 
BEST book to our students and school that we possibly can.  

 
It is very important you be professional, as you are not only representing the yearbook staff, but 
Gordon Parks Academy. 
 
 
Course Overview 

 This is a yearlong course where students work in a professional environment to create the 
Gordon Parks Academy yearbook. 
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 The first month of class will be “Yearbook Boot Camp”. During this time, students will learn 
photography basics, communication skills, ethics, yearbook terminology, publishing software, 
business skills, and journalism. 

 After “Yearbook Boot-Camp”, the staff will work independently to create their 
chosen/assigned spread (a spread is two pages in the yearbook). Each spread can take from 
40-80 hours to create and perfect.  

 During the fourth quarter of school, we will have occasional yearbook duties and work to 
increase word processing and spreadsheet skills. We may publish a school newsletter during 
this time and at times throughout the year.  
 

Course Objectives 

 Students will learn the basics of yearbook layout, design, copy writing, photography, and 
marketing. Additional skills such as time management, peer tutoring and editing, public 
relations, marketing, and collaboration will be addressed.  

 Students will conduct interviews as needed for their pages and have interviewees sign off on 
their quotes.  

 Student will meet all required deadlines. 

 Students will be responsible for taking pictures at school events and activities.  

 Students will be responsible for attending morning, after school, and Saturday work sessions 
when scheduled. All work sessions will be scheduled at least one week in advance, although 
students are welcome to work evenings when I’m at school- which will most likely fall on a 
Tuesday.   

 Students will assist in yearbook distribution in May.  
 

Yearbook Staff Guidelines 

 Staff members are expected to act in a professional manner at all times, especially when 
representing the yearbook staff. 

 Staff members are expected to inform and gain permission from any teacher before taking 
pictures in his or her class.  

 Staff members are expected to keep all their grades above eligibility level (I expect a grade of 
a C or higher). Members may be dropped at 2nd Quarter or Semester if their grades are severe 
enough to warrant this measure.  

 
Classroom Rules 

 Respect your adviser, editors, co-staff members, and yourself. We are a yearbook family. We 
never say or do anything to hurt feelings. Negative attitudes and behaviors bring down the 
whole team.  

 Honesty is always the best policy. 

 Abide by all school rules.  

 Use yearbook time well to be able to meet your obligations. Yearbook is not the time to catch 
up on school gossip or personal social media.  

 Treat our yearbook room and equipment with care. 

 Clean/organize all equipment and materials. 

 Get work done when you are absent. Make sure you check the yearbook calendar and message 
sites.  
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 Disregard for guidelines and rules will result in a behavior contract. If the contract is broken, 
the student may be removed from yearbook and placed in a semester long course.  
 

Course Materials 

 Pen or pencil – have with you 

 Staff Manual- Be familiar with it. It can be left in the Yearbook room. It must be returned in 
good condition at the end of the year. The manual is available online. Know where the online 
version is. 

 Camera- Students must wear their Press Pass when taking pictures. 
o GPA Equipment Cameras can be checked out and used for events. The Camera 

agreement must be signed. Equipment should be returned, charged, and cleaned with 
the lens cap intact. Should you become ill, every effort needs to be made to return the 
camera to school for other photographers. 

o Outside Equipment: A student may bring his or her own camera. The camera must be 
at least 10 mega pixel or greater. Students may lock their camera in the camera closet 
as needed. Personal use of the camera during school is prohibited.  

o Students will use their assigned SD card and make sure it’s turned in for photo upload 
with a labeled envelope.  

 
Equipment Rules 

 When using yearbook equipment, you are responsible for its care and protection. 
o Do NOT allow any non-staff member to hold, “borrow”, or use yearbook equipment. 
o Always keep cameras and other equipment in a protective case when not in use.  

This will help keep it safe if dropped AND the camera should NEVER be dropped! 
o Always wear the camera around the neck using the strap.  
o Do not swing cameras or other equipment around.  
o Always turn the camera off before changing lenses.  
o Never force a SD card into the slot.  
o Do not use equipment for non-yearbook purposed.  

 
Grading 

 Grading will be based on completion and quality of assignments. Assignments include work 
and pages in the yearbook as well as clerical, marketing, and editing jobs.  

 All grades are kept as points using the school grading scale. Responsibility includes how well 
you work with others, take care of equipment, and conduct yourself in other classes during 
picture or interview time. Occasionally, we will have tests and regular daily work. Points on 
these assignments will vary between 10 and 100 points. 

 If you are absent on the day of a deadline, you MUST email me or do everything within your 
power to help meet the deadline (such as working from home). 
 

Deadlines and Late Work Policy  

 Deadlines must be completed on time or we lose money. Our yearbook is directly tied to 
specific deadlines set by our publisher, any spread that fails to meet deadline or does not follow 
staff expectations will receive a significant letter grade. If an editor or another staff member 
must take over your assignment to complete it, you will receive a 0. 
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Daily Schedule 

 Each day, we will begin with a round table discussion, either whole group or with editors. All 
staff are expected to have checked their mail slot, be seated, logged into their computer, email 
checked and working on pre-staff meeting work at the time the bell rings. During the meeting, 
lids are down (monitors off) until the meeting is finished (unless otherwise directed). 

 Each staff member will share what they are working on, what they need to accomplish next 
and take note of photo assignments, beat assignments, and deadlines.  

 No one is to leave the room without permission. If your work requires you to leave, you need 
to get your Press Pass.  

 
*Yearbook staff members have the ability to come and go from my classroom at any time in order to 
work on staff computers, as long as they have permission from their other teacher. Yearbook Staff 
members are encouraged to work on yearbook pages before school or after school. Morning passes 
will be available.  
  
I am so excited to have all of you for our 2018 staff. You can call me at any time on my cell phone 

with questions or concerns, but I ask in return you keep the number to yourself as I don’t offer this 

to all my students.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GPA- Trailblazers Staff Manual 
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All yearbooks start out exactly the same. Just pica-gridded layout sheets. Every staff has 26 

letters of the alphabet, digital cameras, a variety of design and writing styles just waiting to be 

incorporated into the story of the year. Some yearbooks are crowd-pleasers. Some are award 

winners. Some are both! You make the difference.  

What’s a Yearbook? 

Picture book 

About 70% of a yearbook spread is photography. The first thing many students and teacher do up 

on receiving their yearbooks is to see how many times they are in it. Every student in school should 

be included in the book multiple times. In addition, a variety of activities should be presented in 

balanced coverage.  

 MAKE IT A GOAL- Include every student in the book twice in addition to their class 

photo or group shots. That is 3 times in the book! 

History book 

Recording events and moments in time. This yearbook, chronicles the lives of students in your 

school in relationship to their environment on a local, state, national and international level.  

MAKE IT A GOAL: Make sure your yearbook reflects what went on during the year. If pep 

rallies are cancelled or a new club added to help newcomers makes a difference, include it. If 

there is a solar eclipse or a new president takes office, include it.  

Record book  

The yearbook will be considered an authentic, accurate record of all the events of the school year. 

Facts, figures, scores and dates must be verified to preserve the record.  

MAKE  IT A GOAL: Include a scoreboard for every team. Collect the information as the 

season progresses so you don’t run into not having the data at deadline time.  

Reference book  

Whenever someone receives notoriety, often his/her middle and high school yearbooks are the first 

place researchers look.  

MAKE IT A GOAL: Make sure your index is complete. Include all students, all staff, all 

academic subjects covered, all clubs and organizations, advertisements and topics for 

spreads.   

Public Relations Tool  

The yearbook will portray an image of your school and its students through coverage and quality. 

Though a yearbook is not required to paint a rosy picture of success, it, nonetheless, provokes an 

image with its audience. 

MAKE IT A GOAL: Your book should reflect successes and challenges. It is not your place to 

editorialize because you don’t like an issue. Cover it, and go for balance. There will be people who 

think it’s good (and not just faculty and staff). 

 

 

Business  

Usually one the largest budgets on campus, the yearbook must support itself, market, and sell its 
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product. The yearbook is the real thing. The staff must have a budget and meet its obligations each 

year without debt. Students actually produce a marketable product at all levels. 

MAKE IT A GOAL: Live within your budget. Try to sell more books than you did last year. 

It’s your best fundraiser. Consider doctors, dentists and others within your district who have 

waiting rooms for additional sales. Consider creative ways for advertising.  

Time Machine  

In years to come, a quick glance through a yearbook transports the reader to that time and evokes all 

the memories and emotions of that time in their lives.  

MAKE IT A GOAL: Get great photos that are truly action, reaction and emotion. Don’t settle for 

boring posed ones. And if something exciting happens (and it will), the story should have an 

exciting lead and good information throughout without you telling everyone that “everyone had a 

good time.” 

Educational Experience  

Skills that every employer is looking for are taught and practiced in yearbook production classrooms. 

Students must use human relation skills to achieve common goals and meet deadlines. In addition, they 

learn marketable skills in computer, writing, photography, bookkeeping and desktop publishing. 

Students must also be responsible journalists operating under the same legal guidelines as professionals. 

MAKE IT A GOAL: Students should leave the class with the knowledge and ability to use 

desk-top publishing tools, to take a great photo and write great captions with it. They should 

learn to work as a team. 

TAJE Yearbook Curriculum Guide - Lori Oglesbee 

A Yearbook has 3 lives:  1. When students get it.  2. Later the next years  3. Way down the road, 

looking back at the past. 

 

Who’s Our Audience? 
Every member at GPA    All faculty and staff member 

Members of the community   Members of the school board 

Family member of students   Purchasers of the yearbook 

Other schools in our area   Other yearbook staffs 

Future students and teachers at the school Library browsers 

People considering moving into the district Scholastic Press Associations 

Yearbook companies    Yearbook judges   

Clients of those who have bought yearbooks  Advertising businesses 

for their waiting rooms and offices  

 
 

 

Staff Positions: 
Editor in Chief:_____________________________________ 
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•Brainstorms with staff members to formulate an appropriate theme 

•Organizes ladder with section editors 

•Attends workshops 

•Motivates staff members throughout the year 

•Works with section editors and staff members to incorporate theme throughout book 

•Designs folio and all theme pages, including opening, closing and divider pages 

•Helps supervise staff members on a daily basis 

•Establishes system to track deadline progress 

•Creates a positive atmosphere for staff 

•Works with adviser in making decisions 

•Works with photo editor in photo selection 

•Edits stories, captions, headlines and other elements before submitting pages to the plant 

•Keeps records of page submission to plant 

Co-Editors in Chief:__________________________________________ 

These individuals are responsible for working with the Editor in Chief in developing all theme pages: 

opening, closing, section openings, dividers, and end sheets. They supervise all proofing and 

communications. They work with section editors to see that all pages are done on time and with 

quality. They communicate with school administrators as necessary. 

Chief Photographer:______________________________________________ 

All students act as photographers for functions as assigned. The chief photographer makes 

assignments for extracurricular sports and activities, sees that cameras are in good working order, and 

works with yearbook teacher aide, or other staff member, to organize, download, tag photos, and 

checks them for quality. 

Projects Editor:_____________________________________________ 

This individual organizes our parties, fund-raisers, chairs the dance, and organizes our service project. 

Yearbook teacher aide: ___________________________________________ 

This individual works with the Chief Photographer to download and organizes photos and checks 

them for quality. 
***All staff members have pages to work on for each deadline. All staff members will take photos, design, and write.*** 

Section editors:_________________________________________________ 

    __________________________________________________ 

These editors supervise specific types of pages within each section, especially checking for design 

and consistency. They also coordinate story ideas to make sure there is no overlapping of photos 

and stories. The section editors are in charge of Academics, People, Activities, and Sports. 

Deadline editors: _______________________________________________ 

  _______________________________________________ 

One editor assumes responsibility for hands-on supervision of all even deadlines while the other 

takes charge of all odd deadlines. During off-deadline when hands-on supervision is not required, 

the deadline editor makes sure that all content materials (copy information, photos, layouts, etc. 

are ready for their deadline production time. This way someone is always looking ahead in the 

planning/pre-production stages of the deadline 
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•Works with editor to establish deadline schedules 

•Makes sure that all photos are planned and shot/selected/edited/placed 

•Oversees production of section pages on a daily basis 

•Meets deadlines with accuracy 

•Works with editor to make sure all copy has been assigned and finished 

•Oversees the progress of each assigned deadline so that the pages can be shipped on time 

Copy editor:_____________________________________________________ 
•Edits each story, caption and headline thoroughly with each staff member according to established 

quality guidelines 

•Edits pages with section editor before pages are submitted to the plant 

•Presents information at staff meetings that will assist members in writing or editing 

•Helps establish all verbal content for stylebook 

•Reports copy progress to editor and section editors 

•Develops a listing of students already quoted in copy to ensure that a maximum of students get 

covered 

Production editor:_________________________________________________ 
•Assists section editors in designing spreads  

•Helps section editors choose graphics that will be a reader’s service, enhancing deserving content 

•Develops a method of executing design on computer systems 

•Presents educational information at meetings that will help staff with production  

•Creates an accurate example of each section, opening, divider and closing pages, detailing type and 

graphic specifications 

•Assists in staff training of a) computer systems and/or b) production process 

•Checks pages for production accuracy prior to plant submission 

•Prints pages before plant submission for reference. Keeps organized system of these pages 

comparing them to a virtual book 

Photo editor:______________________________________________________ 
•Works with editorial leadership to ensure coverage of activities and events 

•Maintains an up-to-date calendar of events so photo opportunities are not missed 

•Presents educational information at staff meetings that will assist members with photography 

•Assists editor in the visual development of the opening, closing, division or other theme pages 

•Assigns photo requests to staff photographers and members 

•Creates and maintains a filing and tracking system for digital images 

Staff reporters:___________________________________________________ 
(Reporters, Photographers and Staff Assistants) 

•Assumes full responsibility of all assignments taken, including planning, reporting and writing, 

photography, designing and executing production tasks 

•Indexes pages as assigned 

•Accepts advice on assignments from editors and is willing to improve where needed 

•Develops an awareness of audience’s needs 
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•Becomes familiar with production process  

Business managers:___________________________________________________ 
•Plans and executes a successful book and advertising promotion and selling campaign strategy 

•Initiates all yearbook sales and keeps orderly accurate records 

•Bills and collects payment for advertising 

•Insures complete customer satisfaction with advertising and book sells 

•Works with the production editors, adviser and plant to insure that all advertisers receive the proper 

size ads and that all advertising is complete and correct in the yearbook 

•Must be aware the financial standing of the yearbook at all times 

•Accurately and orderly organizes and maintains all aspects of the advertising for the yearbook 

Adviser: Mrs. Floro 
•Tracks the progress of editors and staff members to ensure that deadlines are met with accuracy 

•Establishes a fair system of evaluating all editors and staff members on daily contributions and final 

assignments 

•Oversees business side of the yearbook endeavor 

•Provides staff with new journalism trends 

•Gives staff opportunity to learn more about journalism by informing and/or taking them to 

workshops, speakers and conventions 

•Serves as a liaison between administration, printer and staff 

Work Environment: Everyone makes a difference. Keep it tidy. :  All            

Staffers are responsible for the following:  

Straighten work areas    

Check floors for Trash 

Check computers are back in room or on charger.   

Shutdown at end of day 

 

Policies - or “ways to make things run smoothly” 
Yearbook Room Policy - There is a place for everything and everything should be in its place. Clean/organize 
all equipment and materials. Treat our yearbook room and equipment with care.   
(Cell phones may be used for yearbook tasks such as social media postings or pictures.  You are 
expected to be professional and not abuse yearbook time with personal messages.) 
Keep your materials in your personal folder space. Daily check your mail folder for any handouts or 
notes. Your ID should be in the room at all times.  If you have to take it home make sure it’s 
returned at the beginning of the next day. 
Content Policy - The yearbook publication is student conceived, planned and produced, as well as, 
a product of the Yearbook academic program.   
Yearbook attempts to inform and entertain its audience in a broad, fair and accurate manner on all 
subjects that affect readers in the areas of lifestyles, academics, clubs, and sports. The entire student 
body of prospective readers constitutes the target audience for the book with secondary audiences 
including parents, school personnel, community members, and other scholastic journalism groups. 
Content focuses on coverage which will meet the wants and needs of the majority of these students. 
Final authority for the content rests solely in the hands of student journalists and their adviser. 
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Despite the court ruling in Hazelwood vs. Kuhlmeier, administrators rely on the adviser and staff to 
make appropriate content decisions. 
No material, opinionated or otherwise, will be printed which is libelous (containing an untrue 
written statement that causes others to have a bad opinion of them), irresponsible, advocates an 
illegal activity, or which the editorial board and/or adviser deems in poor taste. 
Copyright - The policy of the yearbook is to never use copyrighted material without permission.  
Permission of said material is either acknowledged on the page where it appears or in the colophon 
at the back of the book.  Do NOT use photos off the Internet! 
Yearbook Returns - Students who desire a refund must return the book in good condition in order 
to receive money back.   
Deceased Coverage - Current staff and students who pass away will be respectfully remembered 
with a sidebar story containing highlights of their life, a photo if possible and quotes from those 
who remember them.  The placement of such story will be determined by the deadline approaching. 
Retractions - Because the yearbook is a once in a year publication, whenever possible retractions 
are made in letter form as soon as mistakes are noticed and sent directly to the parties involved.  
Mistakes made in early deadlines such as names or dates will be noted in the index of the current 
year. In the case of large mistakes, it is the policy of the yearbook to print retractions in the index of 
the next year’s book in addition to sending letters. 
Photo credits and photo illustrations - All photos are given a photo credit.  Any photo that has been 
artistically posed, altered, or digitally manipulated is credited as a photo illustration.  Permission from all parties 
involved in the manipulation is obtained in writing and filed for one year after book publication. 
Libel - The printing of items untrue or malicious in nature is not allowed in the yearbook. The adviser 
reserves the right to censure anything considered inappropriate for middle school publication with 
regard to libel. The central office and local building administration have honored the integrity of the 
yearbook by never interfering or questioning material published. It is the goal of the yearbook staff to 
maintain the good rapport with these governing bodies by reporting the year in a true yet tactful 
manner that showcases the positive highlights whenever possible. Kansas is one of the minority of 
states that has a law involving freedom of the press with student publications. 
Competitions - It is the policy of the yearbook to enter competitions by the Kansas Scholastic 
Press Association.  As the yearbook is able to secure more membership it will seek to enter 
competitions with additional associations.  All contest fees that involve yearbook staff will be paid 
for by the yearbook activity fund. 

Making Your Book an Award Winner 
First of all, ENTER CONTESTS!! You will never know if you don’t try. This is a compilation of 
several rating sheets from national and state judging groups. Use this as a checklist. If you can say 
you do all of these, you will do well. There are times when you can break these rules; but if a judge 
just is not sure how to rate your book, having the items below will definitely improve your score. 

THEME: 
Where—Cover, Table of Contents (either on front end sheet or pages 2-3), title page,  
 opening, closing, division pages, folios, headline treatments, sidebars, logos 
How—Graphically, Verbally with keywords, concept words, spin-offs 
More—Specialty pages and coverage gimmicks (great ways to stay theme-related and  
 add people to pages) 
Less is More—Keep fonts to 3 or less; use colors to instruct or enhance 
  
COVERAGE: However you organize your book, you MUST have these items. 
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Student Life—School sponsored, outside of school, student reactions to world,  
 community events. 
Academics—Avoid overviews and get student perspectives. Get to all classes, including  
 required. Group effectively. 
Sports—Keep copy specific, candid photos larger than groups, include complete scores  
 for all sports. 
Clubs—Group photos with row captions and candid photos and quotes 
People—Every people page has other copy; staff pages tell what each staff member  
 teaches. 
Reference—Cover includes theme, book name, and year. 
           Spine includes school name, volume number, and year. 
           Title page has theme items, school name, volume, year, complete address,  
  maybe no. of staff and students. 
           Table of contents on front endsheet or pages 2-3. 
            Index has people, activities, academics, sports, and clubs. Folios include page  
  numbers and page topics. 
            Colophon in index but before closing. 
  
DESIGN:  
Concept design begins on cover and is clearly and cleverly repeated on theme pages. 
Elements of overall design concept are in interior pages of book. 
Inside pages are designed as spreads with consistent internal and external margins. 
Scaling and hierarchy move reader through spread using dominant element, eye-line,  
 secondary elements. 
Photos are cropped well and face to inside of spread. Generally photos are to interior of  
 spread and copy and white space to outside; bull’s eye effect. 
Multiple points of entry—graphs, sidebars, quick reads as well as main stories. 
Pre-made pages need to be chosen carefully in order to incorporate all design elements above. 
  
WRITING: All spreads have a main headline and sub-headline in present tense. 
Story copy is written in past tense and avoids passive voice and phrases like “this year.” 
EVERY photo has a caption even if it is only a name identification. 
There is no opinion or editorializing in yearbook copy except in quotes. 
Do not use first or second person in your copy. 
Ideally give each photo a complete caption: lead, describing sentence in present tense,  
 sentence with additional information in past tense, quote, photo credit. 
Edit for spelling and grammar. 
Attribute for quotes is always “said.” 
  
PHOTOGRAPHY: Each photo should display action, reaction, emotion, or be  
 environmental. 
Photos are clear, focused, with good lighting. Keep ceiling lights out of photos. 
Photos tell a story and use good composition techniques. 
Photos are cropped effectively. 
Each spread has good photo variety. 
Avoid students looking down and avoid desk shots as much as possible. 
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What Judges Look for in a Yearbook 
● Balanced coverage of academics, clubs, student life, sports, students, and faculty 
● Complete and accurate content listing in book with page numbers given 
● Complete index containing all student and staff names, sports, academics, activities, ads 
● Sports copy with a complete scoreboard for each sport 
● Academic copy that gives a complete picture of what goes on in the classroom 
● Club copy that features actual activities of a club rather than purpose of organization 
● Photos of clubs and teams subordinate of dominant, action photo 
● Faculty members ID’d in people section with what they teach  
● Photos in bulls eye 
● No trapped copy 
● Clean eye-lines and COBs 
● Folios used to identify what is on each spread 

 

10 Commandments of Yearbook (for fun) 

1. Thou shalt not use Times New Roman or Comic Sans EVER for it is a sin against thy brother. 

2. Thou shalt not over or under space. Half pica to three picas is the cardinal rule and when you pick 

a value you must stick with it. 

3. And the Good Lord says that EVERY picture deserves a caption, and they must be readable for 

this is the way of righteousness. 

4. Thou shalt not call a COB finished if the subject is missing limbs, for this is one of the darkest of 

sins. 

5. Bleeding excessively causes death. (running images off the page) 

6. Thou shalt use thine colors wisely, for the excessive use of colors gives editors epilepsy. 

7. The gutter is the portal to eternal damnation; thou shalt never leave an object in its claws. 

8. Creative design is a beautiful thing and should be allowed to flourish as long as it looks good and 

not jank. 

9. Fear not the white space for it can be used as a force for good. 

10. Thou shalt have a dominant design element so that thy brothers will know where thine eyes 

should be. 

 

For REAL 

1. Thou shall spell every name correctly. 
2. Thou shall check every direct quote for accuracy. 
3. Thou shall be fair.  
4. Thou shall verify every fact in copy submitted. 
5. Thou shall write so clearly that even the youngest reader will understand. 
6. Thou shall tell the truth. If the team loses, say so. 
7. Thou shall inform, intrigue, or entertain the reader with every lead. 
8. Thou shall never punctuate or capitalize without knowing why. 
9. Thou shall attribute by giving the source of your information. 
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10. Thou shall interview students from every grade level and include everyone three times in the book. 
 
So now that you have the commandments, come up with ten goals for our book. We will list 
them on our yearbook bulletin board so we can remember them throughout the year. 
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

THEME 
Theme is what ties all the elements of the book together. If you pick the right one, its development 

should be easy. If you don’t, it will seem forced and trite. One of the important things to remember 

is that your school is a lot more sophisticated than most people think. Comic book and fairytale 

themes are hardly realistic for middle school yearbooks. Your theme needs to be real and to fit the 

year without gimmicks. 

Your challenge is to make your theme real, realistic, memorable, relevant, and recognizable through 

repetition and consistency. 

Purpose of a theme 

• To tell the story of the year. 

• To unify the book. 

• To create a personality for the book and the year. 

Make sure the theme helps tell the story rather than the year being forced into telling the theme. 

Regardless whether a concept or stated theme is used for developing a yearbook or not, it should 

hold the book together and reflect what is unique about the year, the students, the school, the 

facilities and the community for just this year, just this school, just this group of students. 

 

 

Places to use the theme 
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• cover 

• end sheets 

• title page 

• opening  

• closing 

• dividers  

• folio 

• index 

• sidebars 

 

1. Brainstorm words that mean the same as your theme phrase. 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

2. Brainstorm phrases that mean the same as your theme phrase. 

These lists now become the tools for theme development. The word list spices up theme copy, 

theme caption headlines and theme headlines. The phrase list now becomes the titles for sidebars 

used throughout the book. 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 
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COVERAGE  
What goes in our book? The answer is almost anything that has interest or an effect on students. 

Start by listing everything you can think of that is important to middle school students. Some things 

will be eliminated because adviser and staff may think the content is inappropriate for community 

standards. Other subjects may be terrific but have limited photographic opportunities. In that case, 

perhaps the coverage can be placed in the people section or in ads and index, where there is less 

space for photos. Think out of the box rather than going to last year’s yearbook to copy down what 

was included or referring to other yearbooks. Some things, like dances and spirit week, will need to 

be covered yearly but the staff will want a new angle for it. Other things like siblings, odd jobs, diet 

and exercise could be covered one year and not the next. No matter what, try to surprise the reader 

with new subjects and new angles on old ones. 

Student Life 

• Focus on students at and away from school. 

• Write about the people involved in the events rather than the events. 

• Use action/reaction photographs. 

• Plan flexible coverage to accommodate unexpected activities. 

• Use sidebars to record the details to free up copy for feature coverage. 

Academics 

• Show what is going on in classrooms. 

• Cover the students not the teachers. 

• Write about captivating lessons that have students involved. 

• Find unique angles for photos. 

• Limit the number of photos that have a student at a computer or sitting at a desk   

   (boring). 

• Remember that this section is crucial in covering a year. After all, it’s the reason we  

   have school. 

Organizations 

• Include all groups equitably. Equitably does not mean equally. A very active group        

    should have more coverage than one that only meets once. 

• Avoid group-by-group coverage. 

• Group like clubs together. 

• Group like activities together — fundraising, parties, community service, etc. 

• Attend a number of activities for photographs.  

• List first and last names in group shots and in the rows as they appear. 

• Make sure organizations are tagged. 

Sports 

• Include all sports equitably. 

• Run a complete scoreboard that includes the overall record. 

• Include highlights and specifics. 

• Use player and team stats in captions and sidebars. 

• Tag the sport as well as the players 

• Include name and number of opposing team as well. 
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People 

• Design portraits in solid rectangles. 

• Faculty photos should be the same size as students. 

• Spreads should include a feature unless designed as an index. 

Cover the Year 

• Balance section coverage. 

• Plan specific story ideas for each spread.  

The yearbook is about reporting not creative writing.  Give the facts not opinions.  

Never, EVER, make up a story or caption.   

Coverage Pledge 
I, ________ , solemnly pledge 

That this yearbook is NOT about me. 

It is not a scrapbook of the yearbook class. 

It is not about the “popular” kids or the football team. 

It is not even about my friends, 

(even though I love them more than other people’s friends.) 

It is about everyone in my school. 

It is about making everyone feel good. 

This is my chance to pay it forward and make someone’s day. 

  

I, ________, solemnly pledge 

That I will try my best 

To cover everyone in the school at least three times. 

In the name of our yearbook, Hooray 
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LADDER DRAFT       Deadline   

001  Title Page                                                 01/17    _________ 
002-003  Opening/Table of Contents   03/06    _________ 
004-005  Divide #1 (1st Semester)     10/22   _________ 
006-007  Back to School- Augus                            10/22     _________ 
008-009  September     12/06                        _________ 
010-011  October                  12/06           _________ 
012-013  November     01/17        _________ 
014-015  December                01/17   _________ 
016-017  Divide #2 (Academic)   12/06     _________ 
018-019  Pre K / Kinder    10/31                       _________ 
020-021  1st / 2nd     10/31   _________ 
022-023  3rd / 4th     10/31   _________ 
024-025  5th       10/31   _________ 
026-027  6th      10/31   _________ 
028-029  7th      10/31   _________ 
030-031  8th      10/31   _________ 
032-033  Divide #3 (Portrait)   12/06   _________ 
034-035  Pre K / Kinder           12/06            _________ 
036-037  1st / 2nd     12/06   _________ 
038-039  3rd / 4th      12/06   _________ 
040-041  5th / 6th      12/06     _________ 
042-043  7th / 8th     12/06   _________ 
044-045  Staff Page    12/06   _________ 
046-047  Sports / Clubs/ Organizations  03/06   _________ 
048-049  Divide #4 (2nd Semester)   02/14   _________ 
050-051         Focus on our School   02/14   _________ 
052-053  Community Day / Career Day  03/06   _________ 
054-055   Ads     02/14   _________ 
056-057   Divide #5 (Reference)   02/14   _________ 
058-059  My Favorite Things / Index  10/22 / 03-06  _________ 
060-061  Index / Colophon   03/06   _________ 
062-063  Closing page    03/06   _________ 
064-  End Page    03/06   _________  
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It’s a Business 
Focus on your assigned ambassador group.  If they aren’t buying, find out why.  It might help us 
make a better book. 

Do you believe every student should want your book? 

 

 
 
Be able to answer: 
Why should I buy this? 
Why should I buy it right now? 
How do I buy this?  (Make it easy for them) 

Focus on the right people during each campaign 
Back to School - Those excited to be going back to school 
Fall - Show Me - Let them see designs and cover 
Winter - Am I in It? - Is it all about me?  Celebrate coverage.  Use coverage report 
Spring - Urgency and Rarity - Get it while you can. 
Build in-school excitement with Parent Contact times (conferences) 
Schedule Tweets 
Tables at lunch 
Locker/mirror tags (see what we can do) 
Build incentives - Free icons 
Staff sales incentives 
 

REPORTING AND WRITING 
It’s important that staff members realize that being a reporter is a two-part process. They must write 

about what they have learned, not about something they think they know or what someone else on 

staff told them. Someone shouting “Did anyone go to the dance?” is not an example of reporting, 

but rather of rear-end reporting. What happened at the school based on what the yearbook staff saw 

or heard is a poor excuse for reporting and writing. 

Reporting (See interviewing in Style Book) 

First, find out background information. This could be done by looking at previous year’s 

newspapers and yearbooks. Next, find out what is new and who was affected by it. If it’s an event, 

 Awareness 

Where we want to 
get to (90% or more 
books sold) 
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be there, if at all possible. Collect the color, the sights, the sounds, the smells. Get specific detail — 

350 couples, $12 tickets, $1,087 raised for Muscular Dystrophy.  

Get memories, quotes that show reaction and emotion. Make the reader want to read on. Telling 

them what they already know is a waste of space. Remember, no one opens the yearbook to find out 

what the theme was to the spring dance or to see if the football team won state. It’s important that 

you tell stories that show rather than tell the reader what happened. 

Writing 

Here’s an example of a “who cares?” story.  

Art students do pottery, drawing and painting. 

“I took art because I like to draw,” art student Alexis Hernandez revealed. 

Some students think art is fun. 

“I think art is fun,” Hernandez added. 

Snore.  Fun Alert! 

Instead, help them see, smell, hear, touch and taste it.  

Here’s an example of a well-written story from McKinney High School. This sports story does not 

tell of the entire season but rather picks one important part of the season. The scoreboard tells the 

story of the season. The story could be on a player who didn’t get to play all season because of an 

injury and then the team aligning itself behind him to get the coach to put him in so he could say he 

played his senior year. Or it could be about a couple of injuries that the team overcame or didn’t. 

Editing 

Just what the doctor ordered?  Editing doesn’t have to be a painful process.  Often times, editing 

conjures up visions of a psycho sentence surgeon that is ready to bleed red ink all over its innocent 

victim.  The editing/revision process is one that carefully crafts a meaningful, memorable story from 
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substantial facts, figures and feelings.  Consider these tools and techniques when creating your 

“words of art.” 

Symptoms of well-reported stories 

● Present fascinating facts and figures in an attention-getting way 

● Relate quotable stories from a variety of reliable sources 

Symptoms of well-written stories 

● Content: complete, fair and balanced; emphasis on why and how 

● Accuracy: information, insights, grammar, spelling 

● Style: attribution, capitalization, punctuation, abbreviations, number use 

Preventative good health measures 

Healthy Dos - Fresh unique angles, one-of-a-kind storytelling quotes, little known facts and 

figures, use of sights, sounds and other five senses, conciseness, story packages. 

Unhealthy Dont’s - Boring nouns, weak verbs/passive voice, long paragraphs, word overuse, 

editorializing, second person usage. 

Self and Peer Editing - For content, accuracy and style 

Prescriptions for better writing health 

● Rewrites require altering word choice, adding/deleting content, conforming to style 

guidelines 

Modified from Jostens, Inc 2013 

 

TIPS ON WRITING 

Feature Writing - how most copy will be written 

1. How to write. 
a. Lead, best quote, transition, quote, transition, quote, etc., conclusion. Explore an 

angle—some facet of the human experience 
b. Types of leads: astonisher, descriptive, chronological, anecdotal, word picture, posing 

a problem, quote or question, combination 

2. Things to double check for in feature stories: lead, sentence mix, no gossip, short 
paragraphs, original approach, quotes, accuracy of facts, applied principles of effective 
writing (unity, coherence, emphasis), conclusion that ties with rest of story, human-
interest developed, no editorializing, specific nouns, adjectives, verbs 
Rewrite as many times as possible. And look for the applause: appeal, personalized, plain 
facts, logical angle, action, unique/universal, significant, enthusiasm 

3. When you write a feature, here are items that should be in each feature in each section 
book. 

Student Life - interesting copy to tell an informal story; complete captions; well written and 
interesting headlines; coverage includes major events, daily life, fads, fashions, and special 
interests 

Sports - Written in good journalistic style; should have no appreciation thanks, apologies, 
predictions, unnecessary adjectives and adverbs; features angles rather that straight summary 
or news presentation; captions give result of play shown, names of players on home and 
opposing team, and winner and score of game; headlines grab readers making them want to 
read more copy; coverage includes all sports, scoreboard, intramurals, unorganized personal 
sports 
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Academics - gives complete picture of type, extent, and results of curriculum, quotes that 
help report what goes on in classroom used, captions explain thoroughness of academic 
program; headlines refer to specific information about current year. As to coverage, reader 
should know what goes on in each classroom. Coverage also stresses items unique to the 
year with contemporary emphasis on excellence in education as it relates to school. 

Clubs and organizations - features events of this year, with no purposes, goals, or projects 
listed; quotes from students aid in rounding out story about what clubs did; captions for 
informal photographs supplement; headlines relevant to this year; covered according to 
importance and activities; strong action shots; no group shots of officers. 

Individuals - well-written, interesting copy on each student spread section; first and last 
names used to ID; captions for all informal photos and they are written to answer all 
questions about why those photos were used; well written heads invite reader to read copy; 
each teacher ID’d with title, full name, exact subjects taught and activities sponsored; 
interesting copy gives idea of faculty life; well written captions for informal photos; headlines 
are interesting and relevant; there is student life coverage on each spread including headlines, 
action shots, captions, informal photos; principal’s contribution covered. 

Theme - possibly only section which could be written in first person. Bright, descriptive 
words bring year into the unique focus you wish to share with readers. Theme copy sets tone 
for book. Opening copy is mirrored with closing copy. 

4. Be consistent—use a style manual, use same titles, use consistent attributes and methods to 
ID individuals. Spelling and subject/verb agreement should be correct. 

5. Write in third person and in present tense. Try to use neutral gender unless that is too 
awkward 

6. Avoid passive voice whenever possible. 
7. Use variety in leads—make them short, eye-catching, with a few well-chosen words—

satirical, parody, allusion, similar construction words, comparison, descriptive, teaser, 
narrative hook, question or quotation, conversation, summary 

8. Look for new ways to present copy info. Besides features use briefs, humorous anecdotes, 
memorable moments, surveys, infographics 

9. Keep paragraphs short. For every new person quoted begin a new paragraph. 
10. Do not editorialize even in conclusion. You are simply reporting facts. 

 
Nouns- person, place, or thing 
• Be as specific as possible. A Yoo-Hoo is more specific than a soda. An Apple is more specific than 
computer. InDesign is more specific than desktop publishing program. 
• Do not go to a thesaurus to pick out words you’ve never used before. I know no student who 
“Takes a constitutional” instead of a walk. 
• Vague words like some, many, most, others. These words show poor reporting.  
 
Example: “Some students didn’t mind homework.” This is general and has no real meaning. 
Instead: Paul Estes said he didn’t mind home-work. “It’s not like I’m some sort of freak, but I 
wouldn’t practice if I didn’t have homework to make me do it.”  Notice how the quote doesn’t 
repeat information but gives it meaning. 
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Verbs- a word used to describe an action 
• Use active verbs that don’t require an adverb to give them strength. 
• Use active voice and active verbs. Get rid of “to be” verbs. 
• Keep verbs in simple present, past or future. If your main verb has an –ing ending, you’re in the 
wrong tense. 
 
Bad verbs 
The good ol’ boy system was still intact with administrators at a high school in South Arkansas when 
I sat down with them one afternoon. The topic of discussion was the lack of qualified bus drivers 
when I walked into the office after teaching summer school English that August. 
 
This is not badly written but “to be” verbs weaken the construction. And think about the strongest 
possible descriptive verb for the action happening. “Walk” could become “trudged,” “sauntered,” 
“strolled,” “strutted,” “trekked” and more. 
 
Look at the rewrite 
    Administrators rooted in the good ol’ boy system complained they didn’t have enough bus 
drivers. After federal courts combined two rival school systems in the name of desegregation, the 
bus superintendent reconfigured routes for this small Arkansas school district creating a need for 
even more bus drivers. 
    “Where are we ever gonna git that many drivers,” the bus superintendent said.  
    “Heck, we’re scraping bottom now,” the associate superintendent said. 
    “I can drive a bus,” I said as I entered the room.  
    They rebuffed me with laughter and woman-driver comments. 
 
Adjectives-describing words 
• Some adjectives are opinion and have no place in a story. For example, saying a girl is “pretty” or 
“tall” aren’t specific. Eliminate these. 
• Very. Very is very unnecessary. 
Descriptive adjectives allow the reader to use the five senses to put himself into the scene.  
 
     The smell of popcorn and hot dogs permeated the air and the sound of tennis-shoe-clad feet 
beat a rhythm on the metal bleachers as the blue and red festooned supporters prepared for the 
season-topping game.  
     A win would take the players into the playoffs.  
     A loss would leave them at home making plans about whether they should order Dominos or 
meet friends at Mickey Dees. 
 
Adverbs- ending in -ly 
Stephen King, arguably the No. 1 writer in the horror genre, wrote in his book “On Writing” that 
adverbs are not your friends. It’s something journalism teachers have preached forever. Trust us. 
They should be avoided just like you should avoid clichés — like the plague.  
 
Adverbs modify verbs. Strong verbs don’t need to be modified. 
Breathed heavily: huffed, puffed, panted, wheezed 
eating quickly: gulped, inhaled, gorged 
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Clichés- overused phrase 
These are phrases used commonly and have become the easy way to describe something. Example: 
as good as gold, gave a 110 percent.  Obviously you don’t change a cliché in a quote, but you should 
create your own visuals rather than relying on old and tired ones. 
 
General rules for better writing 
Take the reader into the moment. No broad, general statements about teens, life, society or the 
world. 
No need to make up a scenario or anything else. Your story is about a person. Any detail that is not  
specifically about your person should be omitted. 
Paragraphs are 1-2 sentences in journalism. Each quote is a new paragraph. 
 
Words and phrases we don’t use:  

Student 
Very 
This year 
Suddenly 
A lot 
Name of your school and mascot 
Only 
Fun  
Awesome 

 
Avoid “there” to begin a sentence. 
End with a quote. 
Read your story out loud. 
“Due” means a train or a baby. You usually mean because. 
People use “who.” Objects use “that.” 
If a sentence has “that” in it, read the sentence without it, and if it makes sense, omit it. 
 

Abbreviations: 
1. Addresses 
Abbreviate street, avenue, or boulevard when used with a specific address. Ex.: 123 S. Second St.,  

but when used in a story, do not abbreviate. Ex.: on Second Street 

2. Classes 

First time used, write out Physical Education or Family and Consumer Science. Thereafter, 

abbreviate PE or FACS (capitalized only when referring to a specific class) 

3. Days of the Week—do not abbreviate 

4. Maize South Middle School—use MSMS without periods in all instances but try not to use 

name of school at all in copy 

5. Months 

Abbreviate Jan., Feb., Aug., Sept., Oct., Nov., and Dec. only when used with dates. Ex.: The pep 

rally scheduled for Sept. 15 was postponed until October. 

6. Names 

Use periods (no space) with abbreviations in names: A.C. Poynter 
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Abbreviate junior or senior when used with a name: James Patrick Jr. (no comma is used between 

Patrick and Jr.) 

Abbreviate company and corporation as part of names this way: Jones Motor Co. and Jefferson 

Motors Inc. Never abbreviate Association. That just wouldn’t look right! 

7. Numbers 

Abbreviate number only when it is followed by figures: No. 1 team but his number was 21. 

Use a.m. and p.m. (not morning or afternoon) with time:  

RIGHT: The call came at 3 a.m. WRONG: 3 a.m. in the morning.  

Use only noon or midnight.  

RIGHT: The game started at noon. WRONG: 12 p.m. or 12 a.m. also 12 noon or 12 midnight. 

8. Organizations 

Do not use periods when organizations are abbreviated. 

Some well-known organizations can be referred to with abbreviations even on first reference: NBC, 

FBI, IQ, StuCo. Others should be given in full on first reference and then abbreviated thereafter. 

The Fellowship of Christian Athletes gained 24 new members. The 24 were inducted into FCA 

at….. 

9. States 

Spell out all 50 states when used alone 

When used with cities abbreviate states unless cities are so well known that you would know them 

with state name attached, 

Official state abbreviations (Alaska, Hawaii, Idaho, Iowa, Maine, Ohio, Texas, and Utah) are never 

abbreviated Ala., Ariz., Ark., Calif., Colo., Conn., Del., Fla., Ga., Ill., Ind., Kan., Ky., La., Md., Mass., 

Mich., Minn., Miss., Mo., Mont., Neb., Nev., N.H., N.J., N.M., N.Y., N.C., N.D., Okla., Ore., Pa., 

R.I., S.C., S.D., Tenn., Vt., Va., Wash., W.Va., Wis., Wyo. 

10. Student Council—use StuCo 

11. Titles—When used before a full name, abbreviate the following titles: Dr., Gov., Lt. Gov., Rep., 

Sen., and Rev. 

12. Versus—use vs. 

Capitalization 
1. Classes—Capitalize the name of a specific class: Class of 2006. Do not capitalize senior class, 

junior class, sophomore class, or freshman class. 

2. Courses—Capitalize names of specific courses. Ex.: Art I. Do not capitalize if used generically, as 

in art, math, history, journalism. 

3. Groups and organizations—Capitalize official names of groups and organizations: KAY Club, 

Red Orchestra. 

4. Holidays, special days, or events—Capitalize Spirit Week, State Music Festival, Pioneer League 

Tournament when it refers to this year’s event. 

5. Mascots—Always capitalize. We are the Eagles. We play the Lions. 

6. Proper Nouns—Capitalize all words in this category. This group includes persons, cities, streets, 

days of the week, months, and buildings. 

7. Titles—Capitalize formal titles immediately before proper names, EX: Principal Amanda 

Kingrey. Do NOT capitalize in any of the four following instances: 

1. When the title follows the proper name: John Blazek, principal 
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2. When the title is set off from the name by commas even when it comes before the name: 
The principal, John Blazek, said… 

3. When the title is primarily descriptive: adviser Mary Floro, teacher Chario Carter. 
4. When the title is given alone without the proper name: The pope blessed…The 

president attended…The principal said 
8. Capitalize all key words in titles of books, lectures, articles movies, television shows 

9. Capitalize the first word of a complete sentence that is a direct quotation: She said, “The 

homework was due today.” 

Names 
1. Use first and last name in first reference for everyone. Thereafter, use the last name only. 

2. Always follow the name with an appropriate identification the first time the name appears. 

3. For plays, use the name of the character first followed by the name of the actor in parentheses. 

Amanda (Kadee Marshall, 8) invites everyone to dinner. 

4. If an individual uses only initials for a first time, the initials should be given with periods: A.C. 

Poynter 

5. When a nickname is the way an individual wishes to be known, it should be used without 

quotation marks in the space of the first name. Teddi Johnson. If the individual is known by both 

names, the nickname may be inserted with quotation marks after the first name. Elizabeth “Teddi” 

Johnson. 

Numbers 
1. Spell out numbers one through nine and use numerals for 10 and above. 

2. Always spell out numbers at the beginning of a sentence. 

3. There are some exceptions to rule number one above: 

 

Alternative - Non-feature copy 
This is often called sidebar copy and could be Q and A, game, timeline, graphic, chart, guest copy, 
extended quotes, etc. We will always use alternative copy on our spreads.  
Check out ideas:  https://www.pinterest.com/hayden2274/infographics/ 

Headlines 
The headline should include both a primary headline (main building block, visually dominant) and a 
secondary headline (additional building block which adds more information to the primary headline). 
The primary and secondary headlines should always be placed next to the body copy (usually above 
or to the left), integrated into the design of the whole layout, and should draw the reader into the 
story and layout as a whole. Headlines are always divided into main and sub-headlines and are always 
in present tense. Main headline is 2-3 times bigger in font size that sub-headline. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.pinterest.com/hayden2274/infographics/
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There are several combinations of primary/secondary headline: 

Hammer: Primary headline is above secondary headline 

 

Kicker or Eyebrow: Secondary headline is above primary headline 

 

Tripod: Primary and secondary are side-by-side. For balance, secondary is usually two or three lines 
long. This is a good style for using quotes in the headline. 

 

Wicket: Multiple line secondary headline above the primary headline that reads into it. 

 

Include a subject-verb combination in the two parts of the headline. (In other words, there should 
be a sentence somewhere in your primary/secondary headline combination.) 
 
Be consistent in the section with headlines. In other words, the primary/secondary treatment should 
be the same throughout the section where it is being used. 
• The primary headline should attract the reader’s attention and the secondary should tell what the 
story is about. 
• Headlines sell the story. Make sure they do and that they are accurate. 
• Pull the reader’s attention to the copy and spread content. This is the verbal chance to hook the 
readers into the page. 
• Tie in with the action in the dominant photograph. 
• Identify specific content of the spread without using labels. 
• Look for clever plays on words. 
• Use single quote marks. 

Scarlet fever 

World ready for ‘Gone with the Wind’ sequel 

World ready for ‘Gone with the Wind’ sequel 

Scarlet fever 

Scarlet fever: 

World ready for ‘Gone with 

the Wind’ sequel 

 
World ready for ‘Gone 

with the Wind’ sequel Scarlet Fever 
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• Avoid articles (a, an, the). 
• Use comma in place of “and.” 
• Eliminate unnecessary words. 
• Avoid crossing the gutter.  
• Avoid label headlines. 
• Use numerals for all numbers in the head-line. 
• Don’t repeat words from the main headline to the secondary one. 
• Avoid headlines that start with “students” or “eighth graders” if it’s in the eighth grade section, 
“team” if it’s in the sports section or “club” if it’s in the clubs and organizations section. Every 
headline could start with one of these. 
• Headlines do not state opinion. 
• When writing multi-line headlines: 

• Keep verb phrases on the same line. 
• Keep adjectives and adverbs on the same line with the word they modify. 
• Keep prepositional phrases on the same line. 
• Keep words that go together on the same line, like first and last name. 

• Keep your school name and mascot out of headlines. 
 
Example headlines 
Play on words and then a subhead that tells the reader what the story is about. 

Tray Chic 
Food only a part of enjoying  
lunchtime experience 

Main headline needn’t have a verb in it if followed by a subhead that contains one. Keep the verb 
present tense. 

 

Look at dominant photo and see if you can come up with a visual/verbal link. If the dominant is a 
picture of the flag team perhaps “Flying Colors” would work as the dominant. A secondary could be 
“Flag squad takes first in state for third consecutive year.” 

Another example, a dominant of a field trip at a petting zoo could have “Talk to the animals” or 
“Wild and woolly” or “You quack me up.” A secondary headline could be “AP biology finds trip to 
zoo a hands-on experience.” 
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Captions or Cut lines 
ALL PHOTOS MUST HAVE CAPTIONS. ALL PEOPLE IN PHOTOS MUST BE 
IDENTIFIED WITH FIRST AND LAST NAMES AND TITLES APPROPRIATE TO 
YEARBOOK. Whenever possible, captions should touch (be close to) the pictures they are 
describing. Never stack more than two captions. If several captions are stacked together, number 
parts and number photos as a reader service. Caption width should be consistent in a layout and also 
follow column guidelines established for the section.  

Captions must have the following parts: 
1. Lead - grabs reader’s attention, written like a small headline, usually 1-4 words. 
2. First sentence - always in present tense and explains what is going on in the picture. It 

answers 5 W’s and H. It should not begin with a name if possible. It should contain 
sparkling action verbs and no passive voice. 

3. Quote - gives additional information about person or activity in picture. It should not restate 
other sentences and should not restate the obvious. 

4. Additional sentence—written in past tense, which gives additional, worthwhile information. 
5. Photo credit. 

 
Usually body portion or photo is 8 point in a reader-friendly font. Lead may be larger if appropriate 
and photo credit is probably smaller. 

*ABCD’s of Caption Writing* 

ATTENTION GETTER - An attention getter (A) is like a mini headline. It’s a direct link from the 
caption to the photo it is describing. 

BASIC INFO - Basic information (B) is a present-tense sentence telling who is in the photo (name 
up to seven people) and what he or they are doing. Answers who, what, when and where. Vary 
which W you begin so it’s not repetitive.  Be careful of too many “ing” wording. 

COMPLEMENTARY INFO - Complementary information (C) is a past-tense sentence telling the 
reader something he cannot see from the photo itself, like how much money was raised in the 
fundraiser or who won the game.  Answers the why and how. 

DIRECT QUOTE - A Direct quote (D) should be a unique quote from someone in the photo 
discussing an aspect of the event in the photo. This should not be a fact. Get quotable quotes. How 
did the person FEEL? 

Sports captions 
In addition to all the other rules for caption writing, sports captions require even more research to 
recover the following information. Each sports caption should include: 
• Tell the result or outcome 
• The outcome of the play 
• Names of the players for both teams with their uniform numbers #23 
• Stats about the player of team make great secondary information. 
• State position of the player(s)  
• Consider plays leading up to the action 
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Team or Group captions 
• Begin with name of group 
• Identify from left to right, but don’t write that as part of the caption 
• Give clear row designation in a different font than text  
CHEERLEADING Front: Name Here, Name Here. Row 2: Name Here, Name Here. Back: Name Here, 
Name Here. 
Describe what is happening in the exact moment of the photo 
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Spelling  

Always double check a source’s name for spelling accuracy.  Use spell check. Attempt to master 

spelling. 

Add your most-frequently misspelled words.  

absence 
accept/except 
achieve 
aisle 
a lot 
athletics 
believe 
bulletin  
challenge 
characteristic  
choose/chose 
classroom 
committee 
competitive 
completely 
courageous 
 
_______________ 
 
_______________ 

Develop 
disappointment 
eighth 
embarrass 
February  
foreign  
forfeit 
forty 
fourth 
grammar 
grateful/great 
gymnasium 
heroes 
humorous 
immediately 
inevitable 
irrelevant  
_______________ 
 
_______________ 
 
 

its/it’s 
judgement 
knowledgeable 
laboratory 
misspelled 
ninety  
ninth 
occasionally 
opportunity 
playwright 
principal/principle 
professor 
psychology 
questionnaire 
receive 
restaurant 
 
________________ 
 
________________ 

schedule 
semester 
separate 
sincerely 
sophomore 
success 
their/there/they’re 
thoroughly 
tournament 
tomorrow 
weird 
Wednesday 
whose/who’s 
you’re/your 
 
_______________ 
 
_______________ 
 
_______________ 

Many teachers, principals, faculty members and students have names that are difficult to spell. Make 

a list of those hard to spell names and spell them correctly! 

Type Guidelines: 
1. Use only types approved by the yearbook company. Run font scan to select appropriate type 

families. 
2. Choose no more than three type families per double page spread. 
3. Fonts for body and caption copy probably should be serif (type with tails) because serif fonts 

are easier to read in smaller point size.  
4. For consistency, caption fonts and body copy fonts will be the same throughout the entire 

book. Headline fonts will be the same within a section. All the fonts in the book will be 
introduced in the theme pages: cover, endsheet, title page, opening pages, division pages. 

5. Headlines should normally be 2-3 times larger than body copy. 
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LAYOUT AND DESIGN GUIDELINES: 

It is OK and actually preferable to copy layout ideas from professional publications or even other 
yearbooks. By the time we have “copied,” they won’t really be the same and will be personalized for 
us. Always be on the lookout for design ideas that would work for us. Check out magazines, 
internet, tee shirts, TV ads, movie credits, etc. 

In a great layout the following elements should always be present:  

Photographs, headlines, stories, captions, graphics, white space 

These elements should be placed in a pleasing manner using the guidelines below: 

1. Consistent spacing - elements usually have 1 pica of white space between them. 
2. Column structure - establish columns BEFORE you begin. All elements must start at the 

beginning of a column and stop at the end of a column. 
3. Linkage - pages are designed as double page spreads. An eye-line should be maintained 

across the two pages. It may be broken once by an element but only once. If an element is 
bled across the page or off the page, that too should only be done once. 

4. Dominant element - this is usually a photo but could be a photo block. Dominant 
elements should be horizontal or vertical not square, round, etc.  Only the dominant can 
cross the eye-line. 

5. Photo variety - Usually photos are grouped together toward center with copy and white 
space to the outside. The shape of the dominant photo should be repeated by one of the 
smaller photos and contrasted by another of the smaller photos. How small is small? The 
dominant element should be 2-3 times larger than the next largest photo. 

6. Logical copy placement. Copy is placed to the outside of photos and not trapped. 
Headlines touch stories. Captions touch photos. Folios (page numbers and information) 
should be included in outer lower corners. Remember that everything should be included in 
the grid section of layout page. It is a good idea to leave white space around the outside of 
the spread.  If not, it may be trimmed off. 

7. Content sensitive. When designing, consider all the elements you need to include on the 
DPS (double page spread). Mug pages need to have room for mugs. Sports pages may have 
team photos and score boxes. List everything you need before you start designing. 

8. Purposeful graphics. Sometimes less is more! Don’t ever place a graphic on a page to fill 
space. Graphics should be used to draw reader into story, pages, and photos. Graphics are 
the subtle guidelines that take the reader where you would like her to go. Remember, type 
treatments may also be graphic. 

 

How should you start? Top Ten Steps to Creating a Double Page Spread 

1. Create your column structure. 
2. Establish your eye-line. 
3. Draw the dominant element. 
4. Maintaining one pica of consistency between elements, draw a contrasting photo shape 2-3 

times smaller next to dominant. 
5. Draw a similar photo shape 2-3 times smaller touching dominant. 
6. Fill in with more photos. Traditionally layouts have anywhere between 3 to 7 photos on the 

spread. 
7. Create captions boxes next to photos. 
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8. Create space for headline and story. 
9. Add folios. 
10. Label copy blocks and photos in the following manner. For a simple, on paper grid design, 

use boxes for your elements. Photos have boxes with X’s linking diagonal corners. Copy 
blocks are simply boxes. In copy boxes tell point size, font, and how copy is aligned. Usually 
we communicate via computer with our yearbook company so photos are specifically placed 
and copy is typed within the DPS. On grid paper for labeling purposes, photos are always 
numbers and copy are letters. Each page is labeled separately. Numbering and lettering goes 
from top to bottom. If two elements start on the same grid, the one to left has smaller 
number or letter. Photos bled across the gutter (center) are always numbered on left side of 
page. 

Breaking the Layout Rules: If you use the rules above, you will create a pleasing layout. But if you 
look at magazine styles, you will notice that not all layouts follow the above rules. Our rule for the 
Blazer: never break a layout rule unless you can verbalize a specific reason why the breaking will help 
our book, theme, etc. 

Grid design—grids are really mini-columns. The more you design, the more you will realize that the 
more columns you have to work with, the more flexibility you have with your layout. Usually our 
yearbook pages have 24 columns on the DPS. We maintain the same column width for the entire 
book to maintain consistency. 
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How to Make a Basic Layout into an Advanced Layout 

Basic 

1. Establish outside frame. 
2. Establish column structure. 
3. Determine your eye-line. 
4. Make sure every element starts and ends on a 

column. 
5. Keep an internal margin consistent of one pica. 
6. Create a dominant photo 
7. Create 5-7 other photos some vertical and 

some horizontal at least 2-3 times smaller than 
dominant photo. 

8. Create headline and body copy package. 
9. Headlines should consist of primary and 

secondary heads with the primary 2-3 times 
larger than the secondary. 

10. Place 2-3 sentence captions next to photos. 
Never stack more than two captions. 

11. Include folios and other graphic elements. 
 

? 

What Makes an Advanced 
Layout Advanced? 

1. Layout conveys the message as much as 
does the copy. 

2. Small columns provide versatility. 
3. The layout has multiple points of entry 

through the use of modular design, 
secondary coverage, whitespace, or 
enhanced headline design. 

Advanced 

1. Establish outside frame. 
2. Establish a grid structure. Grids are mini-columns. 

Determine both a vertical and horizontal grid structure. 
3. Determine your eye-line. 
4. Make sure every element starts and ends on a column. 
5. In addition to using a pica internal margin of 

consistency, use rails of white space for emphasis. With 
your frame, this means you actually have a minimum of 
three levels of white space on your page. In some 
designs, photos are butted next to one another with no 
pica. 

6. You may have a large dominant photo or some sort of 
photo montage. 

7. White smaller contrasting photos are always 
appropriate, you might consider a modular design that 
includes a sidebar or other secondary coverage. 
Secondary coverage is almost a necessity in an advanced 
design so that your reader has multiple points of entry 
into your design. 

8. You must have a headline package, however in 
advanced design go beyond the tradition hammer, 
kicker, tripod and place art elements into headline 
placement. 

9. Headlines are still packaged with body copy.  Instead of 
lengthy body copy consider shorter segments with pull 
out quotes, jump coverage, interviews, etc. 

10. It is always best to place captions next to photos.  
However, with photo montages that is nearly 
impossible unless you stack several captions.  In that 
case, use tricks to match captions with photos such as 
numbering or different colors for lead-ins. 

11. Do include folios that enhance theme. Graphic 
elements should convey as much message as to what is 
on the page as does the copy. 
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PHOTO GUIDELINES: 
Establish a photo idea file.  For ideas, check out Pinterest, review last year’s yearbook, our yearbook 
library, and list the traditional photos that must be taken in the coming year. Develop different ways 
and locations to take these traditional photos.   

1. You are there to capture the moment, not be a participant. 
2. Never take posed photos unless they are mug shots or group shots.   
3. Keep shooting until people quit posing. 
4. Make sure you sign out a camera and sign it back in. (It’s easy to get lax on this) 
5. Never replace a camera in the cupboard with used up batteries. 
6. Always turn the camera off before changing lenses 

7. Never force a SD card into slot. 

8. Cameras are light. Keep elbows in when taking photos so as not to move camera. 
9. Cameras are taken home only if Mrs. F or another school staff is not able to get it.  It needs 

to be returned the next day at the beginning of the day so it can be used for other events. 
10. Never be reckless with a camera. If you break it, you pay for it. Also wear camera strap 

around neck. Never swing your camera around or give it to someone else. If you use your 
own camera, I would recommend you lock it up in the yearbook room when you are not 
using it. 

11. Get there early and plan to stay until it’s over or have someone finish the shoot for you. 
12. Before you shoot pictures, practice zoom, take a few test pictures to check lighting. 
13. Hold the shutter release half down to let it focus. 
14. Get in close. If you can’t see facial expressions in photo you are not close enough. Always 

include faces in your photos. Yearbooks are about people not scenery. We are not going to 
use Photoshop to zoom a picture in.  

15. Don’t be afraid to get in there in the action.  I’m not asking you get yelled at by the ref, but 
get as close as you can. 

16. Don’t just stand there.  Change the angle by kneeling or lying down, by moving to the left 
or right or by using a ladder (always be safe) to gain height.  Sometimes you can move the 
subjects to gain a different angle.  Don’t move while shooting.  Try not to shoot all your 
photos at eye level. 

17. Use the tripod to help hold the camera steady for low light environments or stand against a 
wall or other stable object.   

18. Choose an angle that eliminates clutter surrounding the subject.  This takes us back to Get in 
Close. Watch for tree limbs, telephone poles or other background objects which can look 
like they’re growing out of the subject’s head.  

19. Turn the camera and take photos vertically as well. 
20. Take notes where you know the who and what of the action. 
21. Don’t take pictures of friends.  Don’t take pictures of people you’ve already shot. 
22. Shoot the unexpected as well as the expected.  Keep shooting when something unusual 

happens. 
23. Shoot Four Kinds of Photos:  Think photo story 

a. Establishing Shots: show the big picture.  Example: taken from the top row corner 
of the football stadium, showing everything going on. 

b. Group Shots: groups of people interacting - not posed 
c. Close Ups: On to three people interacting together - not posed 
d. Parts of the Whole: extreme close ups.  Example: trainer’s hand wrapping an ankle. 
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24. What to look for in good photos: 
a. Focus - never use off focus photos. 
b. Action, reaction, or relationship. 
c. Rule of thirds—sometimes photos are more interesting when action is a little off 

center. 
d. Different view levels. Not all photos should be taken at standing-and-looking across 

angles. Take photos from above and below as well. 
e. Dominance—have one focal point 
f. Leading looks or leading lines 
g. Framing 
h. Shouldn’t have excessive grain 
i. Color should be vivid, true colors. 

  

25. You are responsible to turn in your SD card for photos to be uploaded to the server.  Please 
delete poor photos from the camera.  NEVER DELETE SOMEONE ELSE’S PHOTOS 
EITHER FROM CAMERA OR Yearbook DRIVE. 

26. Always identify everyone in photos individually. 
27. Cropping 
a. Group Shots should be cropped just above the heads of the back row 
and at waist of front row. 
b. Crop to center of interest with composition techniques in mind.  
Leave wiggle room for layout design. 
c. Crop to show important elements.  Leave room for action.  Don’t 
amputate arms, legs and heads. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

28. Any arranged or digitally manipulated photos are tagged as photo illustrations not photo 
credit. 
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29. Once your digital photos have been downloaded to the Yearbook drive.  Photos are named 
as: 

Date—event/subject—School-photographer. Ex. 011417GVBJardine_cec0112.jeg 
Photos remain in Drive. Photos Marked by staff ^ will be uploaded to Image Library 
in Yearbook Avenue. 

30. After downloading images, go through at add^ to the front of high quality images.  As Mrs. 
Floro is able, she will add another ̂  to images she believes are of high/yearbook worthy quality 

 
31. Place photos so action leads into the page and no one is looking off the page.  Don’t flip 

photos, redesign. 
32. Any arranged or digitally manipulated photos are tagged as photo illustrations not photo 

credit. 

Sports 

Sports are difficult to shoot, but I have confidence in you. Here are a few tips: 

● Use the best camera we have and take the regular and telephoto lenses with you. 
● Wear your yearbook Press Pass ID so you look official.  
● Don’t be afraid to get in there and in the action.  
● Pick a location on the court or playing field that sees a lot of action. Set up your stance, 

focus in on that section of the court or field, and wait for the action to come to you. 
Patience is an important part of getting great photos. 

● Do not, however, stay in the same location the entire game. If it turns out to be a poor 
location, or poor lighting in the gym for example, your images will be poor quality. 

● Get full body shots and include the ball whenever possible. Never take a photo from just the 
waist up; we can always crop it later if we just want just the facial expression, but for the 
most part, sports photos look silly without the person’s complete body. Facial expressions 
make the shot, so try to capture some type of emotion with your photo. 

● Always pick up a copy of the program which lists jersey numbers and names of our team 
and the team we’re competing against. Each person in the photo, even those on opposing 
teams, should be identified. If there is not a program, then ask the coach. 

● All sports photos do not have to be taken at games. Team practices often provide great 
photo opportunities to get closer to the action. Sometimes a practice photo from a different 
angle you couldn’t otherwise get during a game is great. 

● DO NOT TALK TO PLAYERS DURING A SPORTING EVENT UNLESS THE 
COACH GIVES YOU PERMISSION. 

● Work with the coach. A little kindness goes a long way. Always introduce yourself and let the 
coach know that you want to get some great photos of his/her team for the yearbook. (DO 
NOT ask the coach during a busy time.) Stopping by to talk to the coach during the school 
day before a game or match is sometimes helpful. The coach just might have some advice 
about whom you should photograph or what would make a great shot. 
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Academic 

● Don’t take pictures of students sitting in desks or teachers lecturing. It’s too routine. 
Everyone remembers that school is sitting in desks. There must be some sort of action going 
on.  

● Talk to teachers, one on one, and ask when they will be doing any activities where students 
won’t be sitting in their desks. Ask permission to come in to take pictures. If you don’t have 
that hour free, get another staff member to take the photos for you. We all need to work 
together and help each other. 

● Put the word out with other students that you’re looking for the chance to take pictures of 
students in classrooms doing other things besides sitting in their desks. 

● Try to get as many students as possible in the photo, but don’t overdo it. We need to be able 
to tell what the context is in the photo (like if someone is dissecting a rabbit in biology class, 
we need to see part of the rabbit and the biology tables in the photo). Close-ups of 
individual students working on a project tend to make the best photos, although they don’t 
necessarily help us get more students in the book. Again, facial expressions make the shot. 

Special Events 
Events like Dances require some planning, too.  

● Check your lighting. 
● Take the zoom and see if you can get some closer emotion shots. 
● Don’t forget to get photos of the work that goes into making the special event happen. 

Pictures of students working on decorations would probably make a good action photo. 

 
PAPARAZZI ~ People are important to our success 
Teacher is the king or queen of their classroom.  What they say, goes! 

1. Teacher sees you in the door, but will not let you in. 
2. Teacher is annoyed once you are in the classroom and tells you to get out. 
3. Teacher takes your camera, and tells you to delete their picture. 
4. Teacher yells at you for snapping a picture when they were about to say something to the class. 
5. Teacher says negative things about yearbook and photographers. 
6. Teacher does not want you to cover their class anymore because it is disruptive, since students are 
posing instead of taking notes. 
 
PLEASE  ~ THANK YOU ~ MAY I 
     Be complimentary, professional, apologetic and extremely nice when dealing with teachers — 
especially if the teacher does not want you in the classroom with a camera. Use manners to win over 
a teacher. 
    Think about what we do and how it affects audience. We don’t let people look bad in the  
yearbook. No one looks good eating.  (Only OK in a contest) 
 

PROTOCOL~ Interact with the teacher before shooting (It may be simply a wave)  Assess if 

it’s a good time.  Testing is NOT.  Stay long enough to take 50-100 photos.  Do not talk to students.  
Become invisible and get great shots.  

Follow up - After downloading the photos, send a good photo to the teacher with a thank 
you email! 
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At the very end: Index and Colophon 
 

1. Index: Make sure the index includes every academic course, club, sport and student life event as 
well as names for all students.  Tagging photos, quotes and content areas will insure a complete 
index.  If you cannot find an area to tag, ask your advisor.  

Index Must Haves 

● Page numbers for all students, faculty and staff last name first. 
● Page numbers for all groups by group name and covered topics. 

2. Senior Ads. We always include the first and last name of the student by the photo even if parent 
has not written that within the ad. We never use photos that show babies without clothes on. Photos 
should be appropriate for a middle school yearbook not necessarily for a baby book. Also, photos 
must be original prints or jpegs and we stress that we need those turned in that way (or e-mailed). 
We do not do any photoshop doctoring of photos. What parents turn in is what is printed. 

3. Colophon.  The colophon gives specifics on the publishing of the book and also acknowledges 
the staff wishes to make to all who helped.  it also includes a full listing of staff members and 
editors.  In addition, when the colophon is created we utilize theme elements to make that colophon 
specific to the year.  Creating the best colophon is a contest and an honor.  Here is the assignment 
for creating the colophon. 

Colophon Must Haves 

● Number of pages 
● Production run 
● Publisher information 
● Contracted photographer information 
● Cover, type and paper specifications 
● Hardware and software used. 

The colophon goes close to the index, in the index, or on the closing page and explains production 
and gives acknowledgements.  Look at other yearbooks for examples.  Make your colophon go with 
our theme.  To write your colophon, use the information below plus anything else you feel should 
be included. 

Name of the book: Gordon Parks Academy; Time to Blaze the Trail; Volume: 01;  Gordon 
Parks Academy, 2201 East 25 St North, Wichita, Kansas 67219 
Name of Printer: _____________of ___________ 
Submission Process: Pages submitted electronically using PlicBooks. # of Books Sold: _____ a 
Cover: Lithographic cover designed by ___________________. 
Fonts used: ___________AYT fonts __________________________. Body copy in 10 point 
____________, captions in 8 point _________________ with 10 point leads in 
___________________.  Photo credits in 6 point _______________. Captions are in combinations 
of ________________in point sizes from 72 to 24.  __________ is used for sidebar and emphasis 
font. 
Portraits by: LifeTouch  
Graphics: ?  
Staff: (be sure all staff are listed with grade.)  Include specific editor jobs as well. 
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People to thank: Travis Feil, Laura Hayden, Mary Floro, adviser and administrators, and presenters 
or art help 
Scholastic Membership - Kansas Scholastic Press Association (KSPA), Journalism Education 
Association (JEA) 
Awards - list any from previous year. 
 

Glossary Yearbook Terms to Know: 
 

A 
academics - covers curriculum-related experiences wherever they take students. 

action photos - capture the important moments when they’re happening; these photos show an activity 
or event in progress 

alignment - the position of the type in relation to a margin 

center - to line up copy between the left and right margin 

flush left - to line up copy at the left margin  

flush right - to line up copy at the right margin 

force justified - copy set with both left and right margins flush, forming straight-sided columns. 
Last line of text is forced to justify or fill line 

justified - copy set with both left and right margins flush, forming straight-sided columns. Last 
line of text usually does not justify 

angle - the approach a writer takes in a story which results in more interesting feature copy. 

artwork - any hand-produced illustrative or decorative material submitted for printing 

ascender - the portion of a lowercase letter that extends above the x-height 

assignment - story topic to be developed by the writer 

attribution - statement of the source of information; the most common verb for attribution is ‘said.’ 

B 

backbone (spine) - part of the book's cover that connects front to back. 

background - research done before completing the story that gives a reporter more information. 

bleed - to extend off the edge of the page, such as a photo. 

body copy - See text 

byline - story or page credit; generally if it is credit for a photo it is called a photo credit  Ex: ‘By John 
Doe.’ 
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C 

candid - an unposed photograph which shows action. 

caption/cutline - also called cutline is copy that answers reader questions about the people, the action 

and/or the reaction in the photograph. Captions answer the five W’s and H: who, what, where, why, 

when, and how. Captions might also include a kicker, additional information and insights relating to the 
photo as well as quotes. 

catch phrase - a group of words which are incorporated into the visual presentation of a theme to catch 
the reader’s attention and compel him to consider the rest of the material. 

chronological approach - a coverage approach that uses a time element such as seasons or months to 
organize the content. 

closing - final pages of the yearbook (typically three pages or more) where the theme is concluded. 

collage - a grouping of photos, often trimmed around subjects and overlapped which is run without 
captions. 

colophon - a statement giving publishing credits and technical information. 

column - Vertical division of a layout which aides in giving structure to the page. 

content module - portion of the page or spread with mini-design of photos and text; can be displayed 
with other content modules on a spread to present different angles on the same topic. 

contrast - the variety (in size, format, shape, weight or color) that creates a dynamic design and sparks 
visual interest to keep the presentation lively and engaging. 

copy - words written in a variety of formats to tell a story or describe an event. Also called a story or an 
article. 

cropping—indicates the area of a photo or artwork that should be printed in your yearbook. 

copyright - the exclusive right for the creator or owner of original literary, artistic or photographic 

material to make, distribute and control copies of that work for a specified number of years, as 
guaranteed by law. 

coverage - refers both to the topics featured on individual spreads and how the topics are highlighted.   

coverage report - an online tool available on the Yearbook Avenue website for tracking who is featured 

in the book and how many times, making it easier to meet the goal of featuring every student at least 
three times. 

cutouts - Blacking out all background in a photo so that only the person or persons are shown. Use with 
large picture for impact on a spread. Also called a COB (cut out background). 
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D 

deadline - date set by plant for groups of pages, normally multiples and signatures, to arrive at the 

plant. Also useddecorative typeface - an artistic typeface that doesn’t fall into the traditional serif or 
sans serif categories and is often used for special content. 

descender - the portion of a lowercase letter that falls below the x-height 

desktop publishing - form of technology that allows a publication to be produced entirely on personal 
computers including writing stories, producing graphics and composing pages. 

dingbat - a small, abstract and naturalistic ornament on the printed page, used to indicate directions, 
instructions or simply used as a motif of the subject matter. 

divider - a spread used to separate each of the sections of the yearbook.  A divider is usually theme-
related. 

dominant - largest element or photograph on a layout.  Making the element a focal point.  Needs to be 
2X the largest element on the spread. 

DPS - double-page spread - facing pages with continued subject matter such as photo that bleeds 
across gutter. Usually, pages are designed as double-page spreads. 

duotone - a photographic effect that reproduces a photo in black and white and one additional color for 
a graphic impact. 

 

E 

echoing color - pulling a distinctive color from the photographs, especially the dominant, and repeating 
it for typographic and graphic elements across the spread to promote visual unity. 

editor - have overall responsibility for publication. 

editorializing - when a reporter draws a conclusion for the reader. 

elements - basic features to page design. They include: copy, photos, graphic treatments, and white 
space. They also include balance, linkage, contrast, movement, and variety. 

endsheet - sheets of paper that attach the front cover to the first page and the back cover to the last 
page. 

eyeflow - the natural movement from left to right with the content elements moving the eye into the 

center and/or toward other key elements.  The goal is to keep the reader moving from element to 
element. 

eye-line - used to unify a spread, an eye-line is created when elements are aligned so the one-pica 
spacing extends across the spread, above or below the center mark, to give movement to the reader’s 
eye.  Only the dominant element can cross the eye-line. 

expanded caption - answers the five W’s and H and provides additional details, often direct quotes 
from individuals pictured. 
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F 

feature - type of story written with some interpretation that goes beyond just reporting the facts. 

Packed with facts, figures, descriptive details, specific examples, and quotes.  Uses a catchy lead followed 
by short paragraphs featuring meaningful quotes and containing facts and figures. 

five W’s and H - Who, what, when, where, why and how - questions fundamental to journalism. 

flat - eight pages of a signature printed on one side at a time. 

folio—for reader reference, a page number, generally place on the outside, lower corner.  Must Haves: 

At least one page number for each spread, section and layout content.  Easy to read and consistent 
placement. 

follow-up question - while not on the initial list, these questions might come up during the interview.  
The most effective follow-up question is “why?” 

font—a complete set of characters (letters, numbers, symbols) that share a common weight, width, and 
style 

framing - composing a photo so that the subject is surrounded (framed) by content - sky, ground, 
people - that highlights the subject. Objects and people frame the subject. 

G 

ghosting - photographic images printed lightly to form a background for other elements. 

graphic accent - call attention to certain elements, announcing their importance to the reader.  They 
also indicate the difference between primary and secondary elements.  Graphic accent includes color, 
tints, and rule lines.  

graphics - use of lines, screens, boxes, extra leading, large initial letter set, to enhance a design by 
breaking up gray areas. 

grid system - system of layout in which the page is divided into small units. 

gutter - two picas in the middle of the double-page spread. This is where book is sewn together, so 
generally any information placed in the gutter would not show on finished page. 

H 

headline - Words which introduce story copy on page and grab the reader's attention. Generally they 
are in large point size and may include a main headline and a sub-headline 

eyebrow or kicker - a headline pattern consisting of a single-line secondary headline, often a 
label, above the primary headline. 

 hammer - the primary head sits on top of the secondary head 

tripod - the primary is on the right and the secondary headline is on the left.  It can be reversed 
if the arrangement of words works.  Often effective with quotes in the headline. 
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wicket - the secondary headline is three lines that reads right into the primary headline. Quotes 
can be effectively used in wicket style 

I 

ID caption - identifies individuals or groups and offers a brief explanation of the photo content. 

index - a detailed listing of every topic and person included in coy or photography and the page 
numbers where they can be found. 

infographic - graphics which provide information, types: bar graphic, pic graphic, map graphic and fever 
graphic (shows rise and fall of simple numbers through a connection of dots), table. 

initial letter - also called drop cap. An oversized character used at the beginning of a block of text to 
draw the reader in. 

interview - question and answer session between a reporter and source used to get information for a 
story. 

J 

JPEG - Joint Photographic Experts Group—the name of the committee that designed this method of 
compressing a photo. JPEG is designed for compressing either full-color or grayscale digital images. 

K 

kerning - space between letters of type 

L 

ladder - chart showing what is on each yearbook page, multiples, and signatures. 

layout - drawing which indicates the placement of elements on a page; could be a rough or final draft. 

lead - beginning of a story which serves to summarize the story and/or grab the reader’s attention. 

lead-in - the first words of a caption or story which draws attention to the copy and which are set apart 
typographically for emphasis. 

leading - the amount of space between lines of type, measured in points.  Also called line spacing. 

leading lines - a photo composition technique in which real or imaginary lines in a photo lead the eye to 
the dominant element, primary subject or center of interest. 

libel - written defamation; damaging false statements against another person or institution that appear 
in writing or are spoken from a written script. 

logo - use of a distinctive typography and/or artwork as a trademark for a theme or design concept. 
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M 

manual - a timesaving reference guide that gives every staff member the independence of answering 

many of their own questions.  A staff manual often includes goals and objectives, policies, organizational 
chart, job descriptions, ladder diagram, explanation of theme spin-offs, design specifications, style guide 
and staff directory. 

margin - the white space between page elements and the edge of the page. 

montage - a collection of small, related photographs grouped together as a content module. The photos 

are often touching or separated by thick rule lines. Typically a single caption block explains and identifies 
all the photos in the montage. 

mortise - a related photo that overlaps or is inset into a larger photo. 

multiple -eight pages that are printed at the same time on one large sheet of paper. A multiple is one 
side of a signature. Also called a flat. 

multi-spread presentation - when an important topic receives two or more spreads, allowing for in-
depth coverage. 

mug shot - portrait, a photo of a person’s head and shoulder area only. 

 

N 

natural spread - the middle two pages in every signature, the only two facing pages that are printed 
exactly across from one another. (Ex. Pages 8 and 9) 

nut graph - a paragraph, particularly in a feature story, that explains the news value of the story.  

 

O 

opening - the first two to four pages of the yearbook which introduce the theme 

organizations - covers the activities of school groups, emphasizing the value of membership and 
experiences. 

orphan - the beginning line of a paragraph that falls at the bottom of a column or page.  Considered 
undesirable. 
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P 

page proof - version of a page used for editing purposes prior to printing. 

partial cut-out photo - a variation of the cut-out background photo (COB) in which only a small part of 

the background has been cut away from the subject, allowing an arm, head, or small part of the the main 
subject to appear as though it is “sticking out” of the modular photo. 

people - covers students, faculty and staff in portraits that serve as the record of the school population 
and in feature stories. 

personalization and icons - a yearbook accessory putting a personal touch on yearbook covers with a 
foil stamp name and up to four affiliation icons. 

photo assignment - the time, place and event/activity the photographer is to shoot. 

photo credit - part of the photo caption which states the name of the photographer or the organization 
responsible for the photographer. 

photo editing - involves selection, cropping, sizing and the display of photos to optimize storytelling. 

photojournalism - the art of telling a visual story with photographs.  Photojournalists capture life as it 
happens, with an emphasis on motion.  Photojournalistic images are not staged or posed. 

pica - unit of measuring width in printing (1/16 of inch) 

plagiarism - presenting the works of another as your own. 

point - unit of measuring height in type. 72 points equal an inch 

polls - soliciting feedback (opinions/viewpoints) from a random sample of readers.  Ten percent of the 
group should be surveyed to insure valid statistical results. 

primary head - An attention-grabbing headline that is printed larger than the secondary headline; often 
is a play on words and/or is related to the dominant photo. 

primary source - individuals who provide background and material (from interviews, surveys, polls, and 
focus groups) that may become part of the story. 

process color—Four process colors are Cyan (blue), Magenta (red), Yellow, and Black. These colors are 
used to print process color photos and process color mixes. 

proofs - a final opportunity to review pages and make last-minute, critical corrections before printing. 

pull quote - short phrase or sentence pulled from a story, set in larger type than the text. 
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Q 

quick read - typically short stories or groups of facts presented in a broad range of writing and design 
formats.  Quick-reads tell stories using figures, facts or opinions.  Can be interactive format.   

quotation - statement made by another person included in a published story.  A direct quotation is 

exactly what a person said and appears inside quotation marks.  An indirect quotation is a paraphrase of 
what a person said and does not appear inside quotation marks. 

R 

rail  - expanded spacing used to frame or separate.  Created when a vertical column or a horizontal grid 
is left empty or mostly empty. 

readability - relative ease with which a printed page can be read. 

reader point of entry - a point at which a reader starts to read copy or look at visual elements on a 
spread.  Multiple entry points draw in different types of readers. 

reference photos - group shots and portraits that provide a record of the school population and the 
membership or organizations and teams. 

repetition - designs featuring repetition become unified and cohesive, creating predictability that create 
comfort for the reader.  Repetition can be achieved by employing color, shape, fonts, lines and 
photographic techniques. 

reverse - reproduction of an image by printing around it’s basic shape but not inside  

rule line - thin line separating graphic elements. 

rule of thirds - a method of dividing the photograph into thirds vertically and horizontally creating four 
intersection points.  The main subject falls into one of the intersecting points, a little off-center in the 
photo. 

S 

sans serif - characters of a type style that have no short finishing strokes. 

script - a typeface style that looks like handwriting or cursive writing, comes in many varieties. 

scoreboard - copy listing the season record and game-by-game results of a sports team 

secondary head - smaller headline set near the main headline and adds information. 

section - a yearbook is typically broken up into six sections: student life, academics, organizations, people, 
sports, and index.  These sections are used as an organizational tool for the staff and the reader. 

serif-characters of a type style that have short finishing strokes. 

sidebar - a small feature story which complements the main story on a spread. 
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signature - sixteen pages printed on the front and back of one large sheet of paper, which is then 
folded and trimmed, making 16 consecutive pages 

small caps - smaller capital letters provided by font’s x-height, usually used in combination with regular 
caps. 

space - a powerful tool, if strategically planned.  

 standard spacing - generally 1 pica, is the default spacing used for consistency. The use of a  

column grid guarantees consistent standard spacing between content elements if they start and  

stop on the columns. 

tight spacing - generally 1 to 6 points, is often used between photos or other related elements 

for visual unity and to save space. expanded spacing - generally a “rail” of 3 to 6 picas, used 
to separate or isolate content. 

spine - the backbone of a book; that part which connects the front to the back.   
 Must Haves: Name of book, school name, year, volume number, city and state 

spin-off - a “mini-theme” used as a section title.  Spin-offs help carry the theme throughout the book 

sports - covers interscholastic competition (teams and individual sports) and other athletic activities 
students are involved in. 

spot color - also called second color. Used in addition to black to provide accent to pages.  

spread - two facing pages in any publication that are designed as one unit. 

story - the main text, story or article.  Also known as copy. 

story starters - content idea sheets (by PlicBooks) to assist reporters and photographers by providing 
interviewing questions, survey questions, photo possibilities and module ideas for dozens of story topics. 

student life - section of a yearbook that covers activities in and out of school that directly affects the 
lives of students.  Focuses on students as individuals. 

style guide - spells out the rules for writing as it applies to yearbook.  For consistency in writing 
everyone on staff should refer to a general style manual and to one created for their book. 

T 

tag - image tagging software allows staff to identify everyone in the photograph making tracking, 
captioning and indexing images easy.  Tag name, grade, team, organization, sport 

template - a master page that maintains consistency within a design or section. 

text - a story.  Also called body copy.  Usually set in 9-12 point type. 

text wrap - adjusting the appearance of text to follow the shape of an encountered graphic. 

theme - a verbal statement and a visual look which tie all parts of the yearbook together.  The theme 
should fit your school and your year. 

three-peat graphic strategy - a graphic technique incorporated into a design at least three times for 
visual unity. 
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TIFF - Tagged Image File Format—an uncompressed image file format that is lossless and produces no 
artifacts 

tint - a screened area of ink (colors or black) used for a background, lines and type.  Black tints yield a 
range of grays. 

tip-in - a special insert bound into the yearbook with a glue strip. Tip-in pages are not numbered and 
can only be placed between signatures. 

Title Page - Page one of the yearbook.  Must Haves: Book title, school name, year, Volume number, 

complete school address, school enrollment.  Best books include: School URL, phone number, can 
breakdown enrollment by grade, and number of faculty. Think about how to connect a reader with the 
unifying concept right away.  Choose photos that illustrate the theme. 

transition - portion of a story which helps the reader move from one point to the next.  Transitions 
serve three purposes; to help the story flow, to add information, and to explain other items in the story. 

trapped whitespace (unplanned white space) - an area of white space more than two picas by two 

picas separating two or more photographs or copy blocks and giving the appearance of disunity to the 
layout page. 

trim size - size 7, 8, or 9, representing the final dimensions of the yearbook page 

typeface - set of characteristics that share the same design also called font. 

W 

white space - portion of a page with nothing on it used to draw a viewer into the other elements on the 
page.  All white space should be planned. 

whole-book link - a theme-related content element such as a photo strip, a folio presentation, a listing 

or quote box that runs consistently throughout the entire yearbook.  A whole-book link not only serves as 
a unifying element, but greatly expands coverage. 

widow - a short line of type, usually the end of a paragraph, that ends up at the top of a column or on 
another page.  This is considered undesirable. 

X 

x-height - height of the body of lowercase letters, not counting ascenders and descenders. 

Z  
z-pattern - the path a reader follows when looking at a design.  The eye generally enters in the upper left 

area, moving across, diagonally down and to the right.  The spread’s lower, right corner isn’t a prime 
location because content might not be read if the reader prematurely turns a page. 

 

 


